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Focus of Session This was my  first lesson with her so I focused on

introducing basic theories of international

developement. This included dependency theory,

worlds system theory and Rostow's theory. I used

some apllication based examples for her to practice

on and added to her knowledge of colonialism and

how it has shaped the present IR landscape.

In this session, we first went through the homework

that I set her. To review her key points and bullets

points inorder to see if she had grasp what was

taught in the last session. This was followed by a 1

hour lecture on International Humanitarian Law and a

crash course into how the UN works and SDGs and

MDGs.

In this session we focused on how policy is formulated

and executed. We went through the process, theory,

mechanism and case studies. I also reviewed her

essay from the previous lesson.

In our  final session, we first went through her

homework in detail. This was followed by a lecture

introducing her to concepts on commercial and

economic diplomacy. We especially looked at the

case studies to do with chinese foreign policy and

economy.

Key achievements from session: We were able to cover all of the content and she

seemed to have a good grasp of what was taught

based on our conversations

We were able to cover all of the content and she was

more responsive in class.

She seemed more interested in the policy lesson

compared to the others. She had a good grasp of the

content and its applications

We were able to complete all of the assigned content

for the lesson. She has also made leaps and bounds

in her critical thinking skills and analaysis. Good Job!

Key things to work on: It would be great if she was a bit more responsive in

class but she is a diligent and kind student.

She needs to push her thought process a bit further

when it comes to criticality and depth but I commend

her efforts thus far.

She needs to develop her essay writing skills and

coherence a bit more. I would reccomend that she

works more on her clarity of writing and sentence

structure.She also needs to read more widely.

Her written skills still need some improvement and

she would bene t from further reading.

Further reading/work suggested: I have recommended her two books to read. I have set her an essay to write with a choice of topic

by our next lesson.

I have given her one -nal essay writing exercise to

apply the skills learnt to apply it for two real life policy

examples( domestic and foreign ).

As this is our lesson, I sent her an entire textbook for

free on foriegn policy that would be useful for her.

Plan for next session: We are going to be exploring international law and

ethics.

We will be taking a step back and examining the

process of policy formulation.

I will be running through chinese foreign policy and

economic diplomacy.

N/A

Progress of Mentee (Overview): On track Excellent progress Excellent progress Excellent progress

Progress of Mentee (Written): This was our  rst session She is progressing well! She is becoming more

responsive and her application of theory is improving.

She is progressing well! She has become more

outspoken and is getting better at thinking about

concepts critically.

She has been making remarkable progress in a short

time. It has been an absolute joy to teach her. Her

critical thinking and application skills have certainly

improved. She just needs to push herself a bit more

in the depth of criticality and written communication.


